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Justice for victims of sexual assault: court or conference?
Kathleen Daly and Sarah Curtis-Fawley

Introduction
Studies of the experiences of sexual assault victims 2 in the criminal justice process come to
similar conclusions: despite decades of legal reform, the police and courts continue to fail
victims. To be sure, some cases proceed to court, pleas are entered, and defendants are
convicted at trial; but scholars and advocates agree that existing law and procedure, coupled
with social attitudes about gender and sexual violence, thwart just outcomes for victims. As
we have known for years, the majority of sexual assault victims do not report the offense to
the police; 3 and for the victims who do report, the likelihood of their case reaching the
prosecutor’s desk is low. What can and should be done?
On this question, there is considerable debate. Some scholars propose more inclusive
definitions of sexual violence, which shift citizens’ and criminal justice officials’
understandings away from the “real rape template” to “the realities of rape.” Added to a more
inclusive definition are calls for further legal reform to make court processes more responsive
to victims. 4 Others are skeptical that further legal reform can assist victims. Smart argues
that because law disqualifies women’s accounts and experiences of sexual violence, thereby
further damaging abused women and children, non-legal sites of activism should be pursued. 5
Likewise, Carrington proposes a shift in emphasis from law, police, and courts to “alternative
technologies” for “the policing of sexual violence.” This entails a reconstruction of ethical
sexual behavior for masculine citizenship in extra-legal sites such as schools, families, and
sports activities. 6
Some propose a blend of state (or legal) and extra-legal intervention. 7 Assuming that an
offender has admitted responsibility for an offense to the police, an alternative to court
prosecution is a conference, one type of restorative justice practice. 8 Still other proposals
include specialized courts for sexual violence, the use of civil law, and diversion and
treatment programs for specific categories of offenders (e.g., adolescents or intra-familial
violence). 9
Our focus is on the role that restorative justice (RJ) can play in sexual assault cases. RJ can
be used when diverting cases from court or as pre-sentencing advice to judicial officers. At
present there are only two jurisdictions in the world, South Australia and New Zealand, which
routinely use RJ in youth sexual assault cases. In New Zealand, conferences are used in court
diversion and for pre-sentencing advice. In South Australia, conferences are currently used
largely in court diversion. No jurisdiction currently uses RJ routinely for cases of adult sexual
assault. 10
In this article, we describe in detail two sexual assault cases that were diverted to conference.
Both cases had youthful male offenders (17 at the time of the offense) and female victims (12
and 13), and both were finalized by a family conference in South Australia. In a conference,
an admitted offender, victim (or victim representative), their supporters, and other relevant
parties, along with a police officer and a facilitator meet to discuss the offense, why it came
about, how it affected the victim and others, and to decide on a penalty. 11 We shall document
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the victims’ experiences with the police and the conference process, what they hoped would
happen at the conference, and what did occur in their face-to-face encounter with the
offender. Along with the girls’ views are the facilitators’ thoughts on the case, their concerns
in planning and running the conference, and their opinions of the conference dynamics and its
benefits (or not) for the victim.
The two cases were drawn from an in-depth study of 14 sexual and family violence cases
finalized by a conference in the second half of 2001. Joined with the in-depth study is our
archival analysis of 385 sexual offenses involving youthful offenders and finalized over a 6.5
year period (1995 to mid-year 2001) by formal caution, conference, or in the Youth Court in
South Australia. From the archival study, we can compare the legal journey and outcomes of
court and conference cases; and with the in-depth study, we can explore the aftermath of
crime and conference dynamics largely, although not exclusively, from the viewpoint of
victims. Ours is the first study to shed light on the potential and limits of court versus
conference processes for victims of sexual violence. Before presenting the cases, we review
what happens in the criminal justice system in response to sexual assault, and what is known
about victims’ experiences with the legal process.

Attrition: lost and dropped cases
Any study of sexual assault and the criminal justice process confronts the problem of attrition,
which occurs at multiple sites. First, most victims do not report the offense to the police;
estimates of rates of report range from 5 to 30 percent. 12 Of cases reported to the police, 22 to
40 percent reach the prosecutor’s desk because victims withdraw the complaint, there is
insufficient evidence for conviction, no suspect is apprehended, or cases are determined by
the police to be “unfounded” or are “no crimed.” 13 Third is the prosecutor’s decision to go
forward with the case; an estimated 16 to 33 percent of cases reported to the police are
prosecuted. Fourth is whether the defendant is convicted (including guilty pleas and lesser
included offenses); this figure ranges from 10 to 26 percent of cases reported to the police,
and is typically 10 to 15 percent of cases. With substantial attrition at earlier phases of the
criminal process, the likelihood of conviction (including guilty pleas and lesser included
offenses), once a case is prosecuted, is considerably higher, ranging from 40 to 80 percent,
and is typically 65 to 70 percent of cases.
High rates of attrition are well documented in cases involving adult offenders and victims, but
less is known about attrition when children or young people 14 are victims or offenders.
Piecing together several sources, 15 we find that added to the “downstream” convictability
assessments prosecutors make in adult offender-adult victim sexual assault cases 16 , there are
heightened levels of attrition when cases involve young people or children as offenders and
victims. For example, in a re-analysis of Wundersitz’s data on sexual offenses with child
victims in South Australia in 2000-01, 17 we find that of the cases that were prosecuted, the
conviction rate was higher in the Adult Court (66 percent) than the Youth Court (50
percent). 18

Victims’ experiences in court
If a case has survived the many hurdles to reach the stage of prosecution, victims “may be
dismayed that their identity is a matter of public record, that they are expected to testify about
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graphic details of sexual assault in open court, and that rape shield laws fail to protect them
from questions about their social and sexual history.” 19 The impersonal and intimidating
courtroom environment, defense “attorney questioning that exacerbates self-blame, and [a]
perpetrator’s unmoving stance that he is not guilty of a crime” are further sources of legal
victimization. 20 A major Australian study of 150 sexual assault trials and hearings found that
despite legal reform, victims faced the same problems they had decades earlier: inappropriate
questions at cross-examination about provocation and the introduction of sexual history
evidence. 21
What, then, of child or youth victims? Eastwood finds that in two of three Australian states, a
minority of young victims whose cases went to court said that they would again make the
choice to report the sexual abuse because “the process was not worth the trauma.” 22 Three
problems were repeatedly identified by young victims: long periods of waiting for their cases
to proceed, seeing the defendant in the courtroom, and being cross-examined. Eastwood calls
for a “paradigm shift,” arguing that “we have lost sight of the fact that what the child wants
most of all is to be listened to, and be believed.” 23 Likewise, Morgan and Zedner’s research
on child victims in England revealed that “above all child victims want their accusations to be
believed.” 24 Kelly suggests that the central problem is the adversarial process, in which the
“defense's strongest tactic will be to attempt to undermine children’s credibility.” 25

Potential problems and benefits of RJ
In part arising from the failures of the police and courts to respond adequately to sexual
violence, RJ has been proposed as an alternative. A good deal of controversy surrounds this
idea, although most debate has centered on using RJ for partner violence. 26 Critics assume it
is another form of diversion, which treats offenders too leniently, or that it is another form of
mediation. 27 While there is overlap in the dynamics of partner and sexual violence, there are
also important points of difference. For example, while partner violence is typically an ongoing pattern, sexual violence may or may not be; and evidentiary problems tend to loom
larger in sexual violence cases.
The potential problems of RJ for victims are 28
Victim safety. As an informal process, RJ may put victims at risk of continued
violence; it may permit power imbalances to go unchecked and reinforce abusive behavior.
Manipulation of the process by offenders. Offenders may use an informal process to
diminish guilt, trivialize the violence, or shift the blame to the victim.
Pressure on victims. Some victims may not be able to effectively advocate on their
own behalf. A process based on group consensus building may minimize or overshadow a
victim’s interests. Victims may be pressured to accept certain outcomes, such as an apology,
even if they feel it is inappropriate or insincere. Some victims may want the state to intervene
on their behalf and do not want the burdens of RJ.
Mixed loyalties. Friends and family may support victims, but may also have divided
loyalties and collude with the violence, especially in intra-familial cases of abuse.
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Cheap justice. Offenders may view RJ processes as a “soft option,” reinforcing their
belief that their behavior is not wrong or can be justified. Penalties may be too lenient to
respond to serious crimes like sexual assault.
In reviewing this list, some of these same elements may also feature in sexual assault cases
dealt with in court. Victims can be intimidated by offenders in the court room; there are just
as likely to be mixed loyalties; if an offender is not convicted, he may believe he did nothing
wrong; and often the penalties handed down in court could be deemed “too lenient,” as the
results of our archival analysis (below) suggest.
The potential benefits of RJ for victims are 29
Victim voice and participation. Victims have the opportunity to voice their story and
to be heard. They can be empowered by confronting the offender, and by participating in
decision making on the appropriate penalty.
Victim validation and offender responsibility. A victim’s account of what happened
can be validated, acknowledging that she is not to blame. Offenders are required to take
responsibility for their behavior.
Communicative and flexible environment. The process can be tailored to child and
adolescent victims’ needs and capacities. Because it is flexible and less formal, it may be less
threatening, and better able to respond to the individual needs of victims.
Relationship repair (if this is a goal). The process can address violence between those
who want to continue the relationship. It can create opportunities for relationships to be
repaired, if that is what is desired by the victim.
When reviewing this list, some factors may feature in court, albeit in an attenuated form. If a
case goes to trial, a victim may be able to tell her story of what happened, but this will be
constrained by what is deemed to be legally relevant and subject to cross-examination. If an
offender pleads guilty or is convicted, the victim may submit a victim impact statement,
describing how the offense affected her, portions of which may be read in court before
sentencing. Erez suggests that while victims derive satisfaction from participating in the
sentencing process, victim impact statements have “little effect on the criminal justice system
and on victims’ satisfaction with it.” 30 When it is successful, court prosecution can validate a
victim’s experience. 31 However, as the attrition data show, the frequency of a successful
prosecution, once a case is reported to the police, is low.
On balance, RJ may have much to offer victims. Its main problems are ensuring safety for
victims, overcoming the potential for power imbalances in a face-to-face encounter, and the
appearance of too lenient processes and penalties. We must emphasize one crucial advantage
for all victims participating in an RJ process: because the offender has admitted to the police
that he committed an offense, victims do not experience the negative and disabling
consequences of an adversarial process.
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Court or conference: which is better for victims? Results from the archival study
One of the major questions posed in our archival study of sexual offenses was, from a
victim’s point of view, is it better for one’s case to be dealt with by way of a restorative
justice process (a conference) or to go to court? 32 We gathered police documents, family
conference files, court records, and criminal histories for all youth sexual offenses finalized
from 1 January 1995 to 1 July 2001 in South Australia, which began with one or more sexual
offenses charged by the police. There were a total of 226 court cases, 118 conferences, and
41 formal cautions. A detailed coding scheme containing over 200 variables was created,
which described the offender’s biography and orientation to the offense, the number of
victims (with detailed information on the primary victim), the context and elements of the
offense, how the offense was reported to the police and the time from offense to disposition,
the legal history of court cases from initial charges to finalization (including whether an
offense was proved or not), the features of conference cases, and penalties imposed. In
addition, the offenders’ criminal histories (for all types of offending behavior) were coded.
Overall, we found that victims were better off if their case went to conference rather than
court. The principal reason was that in conference cases, something happened, that is, there
was an admission by the offender, and a penalty (also termed an “undertaking” or
“agreement”) was decided. If the case went to court, the chances of any sexual offense being
proved was 51 percent, 33 with the remaining cases being withdrawn or dismissed. We
concluded that the potential problems of RJ in sexual assault cases (that is, the potentially revictimizing dynamics or power imbalances of a face-to-face encounter) may be less
victimizing than what occurs in a court process. So long as those accused have the right to
deny offending, a right enshrined in the adversarial process, a court process can do little for
victims of sexual assault. The potential of RJ is that it opens up a window of opportunity for
those who have offended to admit to what they have done.
Using several measures of seriousness (legal and offense elements), we found that the cases
referred to court started out as more serious than those referred to conference. However, by
the time the cases were finalized as proved (convicted), the court and conference cases were
of similar seriousness. 34 Cases that began with the most serious charge (rape) were the least
likely to be proved of any sexual offense in court. While the more serious cases, and those
with extra-familial victim offender relations and non-admitting offenders were more likely
referred to court, the cases proved in court were less serious and involved intra-familial
victim-offender relations. Court cases took over twice as long to finalize compared to
conference cases: using the mean, the time from a report to the police to case finalization was
6.6 months for court cases and 3.2 months for conference cases. Victims would have had to
attend court, on average, six times to follow their case to finalization, and nearly 20 percent
would have had to attend ten or more hearings. If victims came to court on the day of
finalization, half would learn that their case had been dismissed or the charges withdrawn.
On all our measures of the legal process from a victim’s point of view, the court appeared to
be less validating and more difficult for a victim to negotiate.
Contrary to Coker’s notion that RJ may be “cheap justice,” 35 we found that conference
penalties did more for victims than those imposed in court. A higher share of conference than
court offenders apologized to victims, carried out community service, were ordered to stay
away from the victim, and undertook an intensive counseling program for adolescent sex
offenders, the Mary Street Programme. 36 The court’s greater power is its ability to impose a
detention sentence. However, of the 115 proved court cases, 18 percent of offenders received
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a detention sentence; in all but two, the sentence was suspended. A small number of court
cases was set for trial (N=18). Of these, four offenders eventually pled guilty, and 14 entered
no plea or a not guilty plea. Of the 14, eight were dismissed and three were found not guilty.
Three cases were proved at trial. Thus, the likelihood of conviction at trial in the Youth Court
was infinitesimal: just one of the 226 offenders in our sample was.
From the archival study, we learned about the character of youth sexual offending, the kinds
of cases that move through the system or are dropped, the circumstances in which offender
admissions are more likely, among many other elements. We came away from the study with
a degree of confidence that conferences have the potential to offer victims a greater degree of
justice than court. However, the study design did not permit us to interview victims
retrospectively, and we felt it was inappropriate to do so as a matter of ethical research
practice.

In-depth study of conference cases
In order to document the experiences of victims, we decided to track a set of conference cases
as they moved contemporaneously through the system during a 6-month period, 1 July to 31
December 2001. 37 Our in-depth study had eight cases of sexual assault, and six of family
violence. Of these, we have selected two sexual assault cases for analysis in this article; both
involved older child victims (12 years or older), whom we interviewed directly. 38 Interviews
were carried out with the victims two to six weeks after the conference, and with each Youth
Justice Coordinator (YJC) both before and after the conference.
Because so little is known about RJ in cases of sexual assault, this paper chronicles the cases
as they moved through the conference process in considerable detail. In doing so, the
emotions and effects of the crime and the legal process can be brought to light more fully.
The two cases show complexity and ambiguity; they challenge proponents and skeptics alike
to reconsider their claims of the benefits and problems of RJ in cases of sexual assault.

Rosie’s case: sexual assault at a military camp
Rosie was a strong and confident young teenager, who knew what she wanted from the
conference process. Her experiences with it were generally positive, although she was critical
of several aspects.
The offense, report to the police, and immediate aftermath
Rosie, who was 12 at the time of the offense, and Rick, who was 17, were attending an Army
cadet training camp. One evening, the cadets were participating in an exercise in which they
were to go to a site by using cover and concealment techniques. Rosie had injured her ankle
earlier in the day and had difficulty walking; Rick ordered the other cadets to go ahead,
leaving Rosie alone with him. As Rosie and Rick walked up a hill, Rick pushed her to the
ground and lay down next to her. He began to rub Rosie’s breasts and her bottom through her
clothing. He then pushed his hand between her legs and grabbed her in the vaginal region.
According to Rosie, this continued for about 4 minutes. Rick attempted to undo her pants, but
she resisted. Rosie then elbowed Rick in his stomach, stood up, and tried to run away. Rick
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reached up and grabbed her belt to prevent her from running, but Rosie was able to get away.
She immediately reported the assault to another cadet.
About 3 hours later, a police officer came to the camp to interview Rosie. Rosie was highly
positive toward the officer, remembering, “I had a female police officer and she was really
good about it. She spoke to me because I was still shaking, and she could get it out of me.
She was really nice.” Rick was taken to a local police station to be interviewed with his
parents present. He admitted that he had rubbed Rosie’s breasts and back, but denied
touching her in the vaginal area. He was charged with indecent assault.
In her statement to the police, Rosie’s grandmother said that when she saw Rosie the next
day, she had two small bruises on her inner left thigh. 39 A strong and disturbing memory for
Rosie was that the Army would not let her leave to go home right away; rather, she had to sit
alone in a room at the camp for most of the next day while various Army officials spoke to
her about what had happened. This made her feel that she had done something wrong.
Rosie reported a variety of effects from the offense, including a fear of being alone, an
increased distrust of others, a loss of self-confidence, problems concentrating, and a fear of
men, including her grandfather. She began to have panic attacks and was referred to a
psychiatrist, who prescribed anti-anxiety medication. She was very angry and frightened of
Rick before the conference. He was known for wearing a red baseball cap, and Rosie recalled
that every time she saw a male wearing a red cap, she would become scared and anxious.
Leading up to the conference
The period of time between Rosie’s report to the police and the date of the conference was
very long: nearly 15 months. 40 The case was delayed partly because the police were slow to
refer the matter to court (it took 4 months); and once it was in court, Rick’s case was listed
four times. The case was then referred from court to conference. The YJC was concerned
with the lengthy delay, thinking the conference “would have been more useful 12 months
ago.” She said that both Rick and Rosie had “suffered a lot because of the delay” and that
Rick’s father was particularly angry about it.
Before the conference, Rick met with Gwen, a counselor at the Mary Street Programme,
several times. Gwen told the YJC that Rick was taking responsibility for the assault, and
because of this, she did not believe he required long-term therapy: “he’s taken responsibility,
he knows he did the wrong thing, and he just wants to get on with his life.”
The YJC spoke by phone with Rick three times before the conference. She said he was
placing high priority on the conference and was taking full responsibility for his behavior.
Rick’s mother told the YJC that the incident had “rocked the whole family, giving up Rick’s
hopes for going into the Army.” According to the YJC, Rick’s mother was “very supportive”
of the conference process. “She is very grateful it’s out of court and so is Rick.” At the same
time, the YJC believed that Rick’s mother was minimizing the assault, saying things like
“there are much worse types of assaults.” The YJC recalled that she “did a lot of work” to
counter these views from Rick’s mother.
In her pre-conference phone conversations with Rosie, the YJC could sense that she was
nervous about attending the conference because Rosie had expressed concerns that she’d have
to stand up and give evidence. This misconception about the conference process gives us
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insight into those aspects of a court process that can trouble victims: the courtroom is an
intimidating environment, and yet it is only this setting that victims can imagine, if they
should decide to engage the criminal process. The YJC explained the conference process
again, reminding Rosie that she was the victim and hadn’t done anything wrong. The YJC
was concerned that she wasn’t able to meet Rosie before the conference (the distance was too
great because Rosie lived in a country town over 5 hours’ drive from the city), and she had
deliberately not met with Rick for this reason. Typically, a YJC will meet with both the
victim and the offender at least once when preparing for a conference for a serious offense.
Rosie said she was “all for” the conference, and when the YJC proposed that she could
participate by video link-up (rather than a face-to-face meeting), Rosie was adamant that she
wanted to come to Adelaide “to face up to it.” She had some idea of what would happen at
the conference and what her role was, but she didn’t know what the possible outcomes could
be. She hoped that by attending the conference she would be able to “get my side across” and
that everyone would listen to her story. Her comments show the importance to victims of
recounting what happened, of being heard and believed. 41 She hoped that the details of the
offense wouldn’t be discussed because she’d feel “weird” about this: “you just feel really
weird when they talk about it; it’s a mixture between embarrassment and shame.” She also
worried that Rick’s parents would “glare” at her.
The conference
On the day of the conference, Rosie and her grandmother took an early morning bus to
Adelaide from their home, a trip that took over 5 hours. After the conference was over, they
returned by plane that evening. They bore all the costs of the trip; the YJC could only offer to
pay for a taxi fare to the airport. The conference participants were Rick, his mother and
father, his Mary Street counselor (Gwen), Rosie, and her grandmother. Some imbalance in
conference participation was evident in that Rosie’s counselor could not attend (due to the
travel distance); thus Rosie had only one supporter, her grandmother, while Rick was
supported by both of his parents and a counselor. The YJC ran the meeting, and a male police
officer, who had considerable experience working on the police force’s sexual assault team,
was present.
By this time, Rick was 18 years old and Rosie, 13. Going into the conference, Rosie said the
most important thing was to tell Rick how the offense affected her. She also wanted answers
from him about the offense, to hear his account of what happened, to have him apologize, and
to be reassured that he wouldn’t do it again.
Rosie said that when she walked into the conference room, Rick and his parents were already
there, and this was “intimidating” for her. During the conference, she felt “scared and angry”
when Rick talked about what had happened. He disagreed with part of the police statement,
maintaining that there had been no vaginal contact. When this was being discussed, Rosie
recalled that Rick “crossed his arms like he was blocking it out.” She believed that Rick
minimized the offense through his denials of vaginal contact, and she was upset that his
parents and Gwen concentrated on how the experience had affected Rick, “like he was the
victim.”
At the same time, Rosie was surprised to learn that the incident affected Rick “in all sorts of
ways” and felt that he “showed heaps of remorse” through his body language and the way he
talked. She “definitely” was able to say everything that she wanted and said she never felt
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controlled or frightened by Rick during the conference, saying that he was “very placid.” She
expected Rick to act “cocky, big, and tough,” but instead he was like a “gentle giant.”
Rosie said that it occasionally felt like Rick’s parents were “ganging up” on her. She also
found Gwen to be intimidating, and was angry that she repeatedly defended Rick.
Unfortunately, in the middle of Rosie’s account of the offense, the YJC had to stop her
because Gwen had to leave to attend another appointment and wanted the chance to talk about
Rick’s participation in the Mary Street Programme. Gwen shared how hard Rick was
working in counseling; she suggested that he didn’t need a whole year of sessions, but that a
few would suffice. Gwen’s ability to interrupt Rosie’s story suggests that professionals may
be granted concessions and priority over victims during a conference.
In the early phase of the conference, Rick’s father acted withdrawn and angry. The YJC
recalled that his “body language through all of this was significant. He had his arms folded
and had his back pushed so far back against the chair that the chair was leaning backwards,
and he was really pushing away from everything. It was remarkable. He did talk later, but he
had a hard time coming into the conference, and he was really angry.”
When the YJC asked Rick about the assault, he didn’t use specific language, saying things
like “when it happened.” The YJC did not permit this evasiveness and corrected him by
saying “when you indecently assaulted Rosie.” These comments reveal that the YJC can and
does intervene in conferences when the offender or his supporters are attempting to minimize
the offense. The police officer was also highly supportive of Rosie: he was firm in
explaining to Rick that he had broken the law and was lucky his case was referred to a
conference.
When Rosie began to tell her story, the YJC observed that
Rick didn’t see Rosie as a human being at all. He was there for himself, and there
were some things he said that indicated that if she hadn’t have struggled [during the
assault], he would have gone further. . . . Although he wasn’t uninvolved, you could
tell he was quite anxious about the whole thing. It [the conference] was meaningful to
him, but he didn’t show empathy to Rosie.
The YJC was concerned that Rosie would have difficulty talking about the offense, but her
stance was confident and forthright. “She talked about how frightened she was, and she
talked directly to Rick, and that was the significant thing. I would ask her a question and she
would turn directly to Rick and say ‘you did this’.” The YJC remarked that Rosie is “so
much the winner in all of this.” She continued:
The most significant moment for me . . . was when Rosie turned to Rick and said,
“you’re so much bigger than me, I was frightened of you and I couldn’t get away from
you, I had to fight you, and I’m a really little person.” You know she said those
things, and it was absolutely amazing, really amazing, and I guess for me the
conference gave her a chance to express that, and I think that must have been a really
satisfying moment for her.
Ultimately, Rick didn’t admit to Rosie’s version of events (touching her in the vaginal area,
trying to undo her pants). While this could be interpreted as re-victimization, the YJC felt this
did not occur because everyone believed Rosie: “It was giving him an opportunity, and Rosie
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knows he didn’t take it, but it gave her the opportunity to say ‘well, I know from my point of
view this is what happened and I put it to this group of people’.” In her strength and
presence, “Rosie was far more powerful in the conference than Rick,” according to the YJC.
Apology and the agreement
Rick did not apologize directly to Rosie. Rather, according to the YJC, “he apologized and he
did that spontaneously . . . . He regretted having done it, and he sort of again apologized into
the ether, but saying he wished that he hadn’t done it.” At this point in the conference Rick’s
mother said, “`Rick, turn and talk to Rosie’. She was absolutely aware that Rosie had been
contained enough to turn and speak to Rick, but that Rick had never spoken to Rosie.” The
YJC continued:
He regretted it off into some distant corner. . . . And he talked about it ruining his life
too, you know, it was all me, me, me. And Rosie knew that, she was amazing. She
just floated above it. She said “look Rick, I’m not afraid of you anymore, I accept
your apology, and I know you’ll never do this to anyone again.” Those were the three
things she said to him, straight to his face. What a powerful thing to give her, what a
powerful thing for her to be able to have achieved. Amazing!
At the moment of the apology, the YJC remembered that
Rosie just soaked it in. She leaned toward him and just took it in, it was just what she
wanted to hear. You could see she had been waiting for this moment when he
responded to her. It was really incredible, she just changed completely. She put her
glass of water down on the table and she actually leaned forward and she accepted his
apology. She told him she believed he was never going to do it again and told him she
wasn’t afraid of him anymore. It was really significant. It absolutely burned in my
memory that kid moving towards him.
The main criticism Rosie had of the conference was that the undertaking was unfair in two
respects. First, she felt that it was procedurally unfair. She thought “we would all have a
say,” but in fact she had no say during the discussion of what should be included in the
agreement. Rather, Rick’s parents and Gwen were the main people who decided the content
of the agreement. Rosie recalled that she was thinking, “What’s the point of being here if
they already know what should happen to him?” Rosie wanted Rick to do community
service, perhaps in a nursing home, but she felt that the YJC was not supportive of her
suggestion. Moreover, Rick’s mother said he occasionally visited his grandmother after
work, so he shouldn’t have to do any more community service. Second, Rosie believed the
agreement was too lenient. Another young person she knew had been in court for a similar
offense, and “he got 100 hours of community work.” However, she was not given an
opportunity to object to what was finalized in the agreement, in which Rick was to (1)
continue counseling at Mary Street for a period of time to be determined by Gwen, Rick, and
his parents and (2) send a written apology to Rosie.
Respect and safety
Rosie said the YJC and police officer treated her in a respectful manner, she felt safe at the
conference, and it helped her to resolve important issues.
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Post conference
Rosie left the conference feeling better, saying it was a “fresh start. Now I can put it behind
me . . . I felt like the world had been lifted off my shoulders.” Talking about what happened,
hearing what Rick had to say, and seeing his remorse were very helpful. She left the
conference feeling that “it just helped me get over it. It was like, hearing everything, it just
helped me close the book. That was like the last chapter.”
After the conference, Rosie was not at all angry or frightened of Rick, and she had a more
positive attitude toward him because he seemed remorseful. The conference had helped her to
deal with the negative effects of the assault: she could concentrate better, felt more selfconfident, and was more trusting of others. She was “a lot happier,” although she was still
taking anti-anxiety medication.
Despite her criticism of the agreement, Rosie was satisfied with how her case was handled.
She was glad she didn’t have to go to court because she would “have [had] to stand up and
talk in front of everyone” and the court requires that “you prove your side.” She
recommended conferencing to other victims of sexual assault because the conference process
is “so laid back” while the court is “scary.”

Reprising problems and benefits through Rosie’s case
Let’s now consider the list of problems and benefits of RJ in light of Rosie’s experience.
Problems. Contrary to the concerns of RJ critics, Rosie felt safe at the conference.
However, power imbalances were evident in the larger number of people supporting the
offender, including his counselor. Rosie was initially intimidated by their presence, body
language, and the things they said; but over time, Rick was increasingly isolated in his efforts
to minimize the assault. Although he attempted to downplay the effects and extent of his
offending, the YJC, police officer, Rick’s mother, and Rosie effectively checked this. Rosie
felt pressure to accept the agreement, but contrary to the concerns of critics, the apology
process was a significant triumph for her. She took charge of the conference in ways that
Rick could not. In so doing, she redefined herself away from the status of “victim.” Thus, the
conference process helped her “to close the book.” She willingly accepted the burdens that
the conference process required, traveling at great distance and at significant expense to
attend it. She faced no divided familial loyalties since the offense was extra-familial, and her
grandparents (her primary caretakers) supported her fully. We do not know if Rick thought
the outcome was a “soft option,” but we do know that the official response to his sexual
assault had already hurt him considerably. Rosie wanted a stiffer penalty to be imposed and
saw the conference outcome as too lenient.
Benefits. Rosie was definitely able to tell her story effectively and to be heard by Rick
and the other conference participants. Although she felt empowered by participating in the
conference, she was disappointed that her views on the agreement were not considered. Rosie
validated her own account of what happened, with the encouragement of the YJC and her
grandmother. However, Rick only took partial responsibility for what he did, denying any
vaginal contact. Rosie said the conference process was more comfortable (“laid back”) than
what she imagined court would be (“scary”). There was no aim of relationship repair in this
case.
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Tanya’s case: intra-familial sexual intercourse
Compared to Rosie, Tanya’s experience was less positive. There was victim blaming by her
mother, her step-father, and her step-father’s parents; a pathologizing and medicalizing of the
offender’s behavior; and conflict between the offender and his father before and during the
conference.
The offense, report to police, and immediate aftermath
When Tanya was 12 years old, her mother Nancy married Nick; and he and his two sons,
Andy (11 years) and Zac (16 years), moved into the house. A year later, Tanya (now 13) said
that her step-brother Zac (now 17) began to touch her sexually, initially over her clothing.
Over the next 5 to 6 months, this sexual contact occurred from time to time, but then
increased in frequency. It escalated one day when Zac asked Tanya to come to his trailer,
where he lived in the family’s backyard. Zac began to touch and kiss her, and because Tanya
did not want anything else to happen, she went back into the house. Zac persuaded her to
come back out to his trailer and had sexual intercourse with her. This occurred several more
times over the next 3 months. In her interview, Tanya recounted that Zac was “a very violent
person” and would “throw you against the wall and knock you out . . . A few times I had all
these bruises and cuts on my back.” Thus, while she appeared to “go along” with the sexual
activity, it occurred in a context of fear and intimidation.
About 4 months later, Zac was interviewed by the police. He admitted to having sexual
intercourse with Tanya six times, but claimed she consented. He also said that he was using
marijuana or alcohol each time. He was charged with unlawful sexual intercourse.
After the offenses were reported, Tanya moved to her grandparents’ home. Zac was kicked
out of the parental home because he was constantly fighting with his father and step-mother
(but notably not due to Tanya’s disclosure of the sexual contact between herself and Zac). He
moved to his mother’s house, but after he held a knife to her throat, she asked him to leave.
He had no fixed address at this point. He was hospitalized in a mental facility for a short
period of time after he was charged, and his father was sure that this was caused by the stress
of police involvement. Zac did not attend Mary Street pre-conference, but was seeing a
psychiatrist for treatment of bipolar disorder.
Initially Tanya didn’t tell anyone about the sexual relations because she was scared of Zac.
The disclosure came about when Tanya’s teacher called her mother because Tanya had been
acting up in school. Her grandmother picked her up at school and wanted to know why she
wasn’t behaving, and Tanya told her about Zac. She was unsure who made the police report,
but thinks it was her grandmother. She was glad it was reported because “I don’t really like
Zac, and he shouldn’t just get away with it.” She was satisfied with the way the police
handled the case, but then frustrated because it seemed to take a long time for anything to
happen. 42 The conference was held 4 months after Zac was charged by the police.
After the police report, Tanya broke out in scabs and sores over her body and face, which her
doctor said was caused by stress. She took over 3 weeks off from school for police
interviews, counseling sessions, and for general stress-related reasons. She was fearful of
being alone, had headaches and difficulty sleeping, increased suspicion of others, problems
concentrating at school, and a loss of self-confidence: “I sort of think I’m dirty.” Zac had
been spreading rumors about her in their school, and she was embarrassed.
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Leading up to the conference
In the pre-conference period, there was a good deal of conflict between Tanya, her mother,
and step-father; and between her step-father and Zac. Her parents didn’t fully believe she was
a victim in that they assumed she and Zac had both played a role in initiating sexual relations.
The YJC asked a female police officer to be part of the conference process to balance his male
presence. “I knew that if Tanya decided to come to the conference, that a female perspective
was needed and a connection could be made.” The YJC and police officer made a home visit
to meet Tanya, and they also visited her mother and step-father. The YJC “wanted to give
Tanya the chance to make an informed decision about whether or not to come to conference,
given her age and given that this is a case of family sexual abuse; and in the long term, this
family is still together, mum and dad, it may be that here was an opportunity for her to
confront Zac and say what she wanted to say.” The YJC had initially spoken by phone with
Tanya’s grandfather, who was adamant that Tanya didn’t want to attend the conference.
Tanya recalled the YJC’s home visit. She was upset to learn the case was going to a
conference because she had believed that Zac would be imprisoned as a result of the police
report. She felt that by going to conference, Zac was “just getting away with it because it’s
the easiest thing to do, and like yeah, I was really mad.” It was clear to her that Zac had
committed a crime, and she didn’t understand why he wasn’t going to get “a life sentence.”
She didn’t want to attend the conference because “I didn’t want to see him. I didn’t want to
speak to him.” The YJC recalled that Tanya “had said something like ‘Zac should be
punished, and he should be jailed, and I shouldn’t have to bother with this’.”
Tanya was content living with her grandparents and didn’t want to go back to her mother and
step-father’s house because, in the YJC’s words, her grandparents “strongly validated her as a
victim in all this.” Her mother Nancy and step-father were not as supportive. Her mother
viewed the sexual activity as caused by “rampant hormones” of both Zac and Tanya and
recalled a time when she walked into a room and found Tanya sitting on Zac’s lap. She
described Tanya as “having been quite prudish until all this, and now all of a sudden she is
running around in a negligee.” When the YJC told Nancy that Tanya might not attend the
conference, her response was “that’s wrong. They should both have to be there, and they
should both have to apologize.” In her mind, there was mutual culpability for the sexual
activity and the fallout it caused in the family.
Tanya recalled that before the conference she was not getting along with her mother, mainly
because her mother believed Tanya had seduced Zac. Tanya felt that Nick had convinced
Nancy that Tanya had been lying about Zac’s taking advantage of her. In fact, Tanya said that
Nick came to her grandparents’ home one day, telling them, “she’s a stupid liar.”
Tanya had not planned to attend the conference, but the police officer spoke with her again.
At first, her aim was to help Tanya prepare a victim impact statement to be read at the
conference. During their conversation, she encouraged Tanya to attend, reminding her of
what could happen. Tanya changed her mind, thinking that “maybe I should go ‘cause if I’m
not there, then they could decide stuff, which I didn’t want to happen.” She said she had
sufficient information about how the conference would work, her role, and possible outcomes.
She hoped that Zac would have to do community service and that the offense would be “on
his record.”
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Before the conference, Tanya felt angry towards Zac and frightened of him, and she worried
that at the conference “he would start yelling and stuff. He is a scary person.” Thus, there
were good reasons for Tanya’s anxiety about attending the conference: she was fearful of
Zac, she had little support from her mother and step-father, and her grandparents would not be
there. She asked to have her social worker attend as her supporter.
The YJC had one phone conversation with Zac before the conference. He believed that Zac
was giving “good to high” priority to the case because “he was stressed about what was going
to happen to him.” However, he was not taking responsibility for his offending because he
viewed Tanya as a willing participant. His grandmother defended him and called Tanya “a
slut.” Thus, Zac’s denials were reinforced by several family members. His father Nick was
concerned about the nature of the potential conference outcomes. He believed that if Zac had
to participate in Mary Street counseling or carry out community service, that this would
further stress Zac and exacerbate his mental illness. At the same time, there was a good deal
of conflict between Nick and Zac. Several days before the conference, Zac unexpectedly
dropped by his parents’ house, and Nick became very angry with him, and they fought
physically.
Before the conference, Zac apologized to Nancy for his role in everything that had happened
in the family. Despite Nancy’s view that Tanya was partly to blame, the YJC anticipated that
during the conference, she would “go to bat for her daughter.” Nancy “saw the conference as
a family conference, in the sense that the family would talk about it, as a clearing of the air,
more than a legal process.”
The conference
About 16 months after the initial sexual contact, the conference was held. In addition to the
YJC and female police officer, those attending were Zac, his father, Tanya, her mother, and
Tanya’s social worker. In light of the conflicts, fights, and angry words during the preconference period, we might anticipate their emergence at the conference. And indeed, they
appeared early on.
The YJC said it was a “very dramatic” conference. Zac arrived about 30 minutes early, and
the YJC reported that “my very strong first impression was that this kid was quite unwell.”
Zac started to write things on the white board in a “manic” manner, and initially, the YJC
wondered if Zac was competent to participate. In hindsight, the YJC believed it was the right
decision to go forward with the conference.
The YJC had to re-arrange the seating in the conference room, and then decided to move to
another room. “We wanted a bigger table so we could separate people more. We went to a
bigger room, and we worked out that it was better for Tanya to be on the end of the table. She
needed to be away from the intensity of Zac and his rantings.” Later the seating arrangements
were again changed when Nick got very upset with Zac and threatened to hit him.
Going into the conference, it was important for Tanya to be able to tell Zac how the incidents
affected her. It was also important to hear his side of the story because she thought it would
reveal “how messed up” it was. “I knew he was going to lie, but I wanted to hear what he
was saying and see if he was going to lie, which I knew he was, but I wanted to hear his side
of the story, how messed up his side of the story is.” It was also important to be reassured
that it wouldn’t happen again, and for him to apologize, although she expected that his
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apology would be insincere. Tanya was hoping that Zac would be punished for his actions,
recalling “I wanted the punishment . . . but that didn’t work out.”
Right from the start of the conference, Tanya reported feeling intimidated by Zac. “When I
walked in the door, he gave me the biggest scariest look. After that, I was scared. I didn’t
want to go in . . . and I’m like, I’m not going in, I’m not going in, but I did. I was really
scared.” She had thought a lot about what she wanted to say at the conference, but “when I
got there, I forgot everything I was going to do.”
In the first phase of the conference, a discussion of the offense normally occurs. The YJC
decided not to dwell on the offense facts because before the conference, Zac “said to me that
‘I’m the victim here.’ You know, he actually used that phrase, and we had to pull him up and
say, ‘no, you’re not the victim, you’re the offender. Tanya is the victim’.” The YJC was
worried that “it would just blow the whole thing up straight away,” so after the police report
was read briefly, he steered the conversation in a different direction.
In the YJC’s mind, the most important aims for the conference were “to make Zac understand
how he’s affected Tanya” and “to put into place the things the family wants for him.” She felt
embarrassed discussing what happened in front of everyone because “everyone was an adult
except for me.” The YJC felt that Zac was affected by what Tanya said, and having to sit
across from her was powerful because they had not seen each other for about 6 months. “I
think being there, he could see the effects of what he’s done.”
Tanya felt that Zac didn’t fully acknowledge his offending. In her interview, Tanya
repeatedly said that he “lied” and “is a liar.” She wanted to object when he downplayed the
seriousness of the offense, but worried that “we would get into a fight” if she said anything.
The police officer warned Zac several times about his behavior, and threatened to end the
conference if he didn’t behave appropriately.
The YJC said that Zac acted and spoke in ways that could be interpreted as intimidating and
victim-blaming, but Tanya didn’t react strongly: “I think she let it wash over her, and the fact
that no one let him get away with it made her feel supported.” The YJC surmised that Tanya
was not bothered by Zac’s actions because “she knew to some degree we were dealing with a
person who was unwell and that these were rantings.” According to the YJC, Zac didn’t
acknowledge responsibility for the offense and did not even agree that he had broken the law.
“His concept of Tanya was that she wasn’t a sister, that there was no sister type relationship,
so she was fair game.” However, the YJC believed that “as the conference moved on, he
expressed more and more remorse.”
When other people asked Zac questions, he would respond using strange voices (like “a
robot,” according to Tanya) or by making “weird” faces. When asked why he had initiated
sex with Tanya, Zac said “because I thought about that” (pointing to crotch) “instead of like
that” (pointing to head). The YJC said it was difficult to manage the conference because “at
times Zac seemed to be quite lucid, and then at times he would slip out and say something out
of left field or quite over the top. So he’d flip flop between making headway in the
conference to strong victim blaming.” Tanya thought that the YJC could have done a better
job to “control” Zac and to allow her to speak more.
In light of Tanya’s parents’ judgments of her before the conference, their behavior at the
conference was more supportive. The YJC said that “Nancy was highly effective as a victim
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supporter. She was very balanced, and I thought she was quite caring to Zac.” Nick also
showed support for Tanya, and was quick to reproach Zac when he said inappropriate things.
“He was showing her support, that what his son had done was wrong, and there was no victim
blaming at all.”
The YJC found that Tanya “was actually very reasonable at the conference and in fact, quite
helpful.” She was “highly effective” in discussing the impact of the offense. “She was
balanced. I don’t think she overstated things, and I think she [focused] on understandable
impacts. She was talking about the effects on the family.” According to Tanya, however, she
was fairly passive. “Everybody was talking to everybody else, and I’m just sitting there and
I’m like listening.”
Apology and the agreement
Zac tried to apologize to Tanya and reached out to shake her hand, but she said the apology
was insincere:
He was just saying all that stuff . . . to make, to make the people think that he’s trying
to make it better, but he was just lying like he does. And [the police officer] said
“Zac, if you’re going to say something, please try and say it truthfully.” She knew
that he was lying.
Zac’s agreement contained these elements: (1) apologize to Tanya at the conference, (2)
attend drug and alcohol counseling for 12 months, (3) attend a psychiatric consultation, to be
arranged by his father, (4) purchase a card and gift for Tanya, including a hand written
apology, (5) obey house rules when visiting his parents’ home, (6) not be with Tanya unless
under the supervision of a parent, and (7) attend one session of Just Consequences (a program
on why young people should avoid offending). Tanya felt that the conference agreement was
unfair because Zac didn’t have to do very much. She wanted him to do community service,
but felt that no one paid attention to this suggestion. She also felt that the part of the
agreement which required Zac to buy her a gift was “stupid.” (For this element, Zac was to
draw up a list of ten gift suggestions, and his step-mother was to select and approve a gift for
Tanya.)
When discussing the agreement, Nick did not want Zac to do community service because of
his poor mental health. The YJC suggested that Zac purchase a gift for Tanya because he
knew that she felt he “should do something apart from counseling stuff.” Zac suggested gifts
like roses or a teddy bear, but the police officer pointed out that he was not purchasing a gift
for a girlfriend and needed to choose something appropriate. During this discussion, it came
out that Tanya’s grandparents would be angry if they found out she had accepted a gift from
Zac. Tanya didn’t want to tell her grandparents anything about the conference. They were
upset with Zac and didn’t want her engaged in a process that could be seen as letting him off
too easily.
Tanya was not satisfied with how her case was handled, and her dissatisfaction was directly
related to her perception that the conference agreement was too lenient. “The whole thing
[the agreement] he had to do was really crap.” Had the case gone to court, she assumed “it
would have been a lot messier, but the agreement would have been a lot better.” She
understood that she would be required to testify in court, but she preferred this path because
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she assumed it would result in a harsher penalty. “I wanted him to do community service so,
like, he could pick up rubbish on the roofs.”
Respect and safety
Tanya said the YJC and police officer treated her in a respectful manner. She felt safe at the
conference because her social worker and mother were there. One problem Tanya raised was
the length of the conference. It lasted over 3 hours, and she was very hungry, but there was
no food available during the conference.
Post conference
Tanya was glad she decided to attend the conference because if she hadn’t, everyone would
have talked about her without knowing what she thought. After the conference, Tanya felt
“pretty mad” towards Zac, as compared to being “very angry” before it. Overall, her feelings
towards him didn’t change because “he’s an idiot and a liar.” She still had a variety of
negative psychological and emotional effects (e.g., fear of being alone, lack of selfconfidence, among others) and said the conference was not at all helpful in dealing with them.
However, she felt “a bit better” after she had seen him at the conference.
The YJC and Tanya had different views of the benefits of the conference: he saw more
positives than she did. When asked if he thought the conference validated Tanya and her
account of the victimization, he said it did. “That’s why it was helpful for her to be there. I
think she made a good decision in coming because she did get all that validation. She got it
strongly from Nick, she got it strongly from her mum . . . At various times and increasingly
toward the end of the conference, from Zac himself.” In contrast, Tanya was “sort of
disappointed, but it was OK. It wasn’t really a waste of time.” She left the conference feeling
better because “I finally saw him, not that I was looking forward to it . . . We spoke about
what happened and stuff.” Whereas the YJC thought that Tanya could see that Zac’s behavior
at the conference was largely “rantings,” a sign of mental imbalance, Tanya’s view was less
sanguine and more punitive. To her, although she saw Zac as “messed up,” this did not
mitigate his responsibility for what he had done; consequently, Tanya believed he deserved to
be punished.
The YJC believed that more was achieved in the conference than could have been achieved in
court. “I think the victim was able to overcome more this way.” In contrast, Tanya wanted
the case to go to court. She assumed, perhaps wrongly in light of our archival study, that
Zac’s case would be proved in court. She also assumed, again perhaps wrongly, that had the
case been proved, Zac would have received a more serious penalty.

Reprising problems and benefits through Tanya’s case
Let’s now consider the potential problems and benefits of RJ in light of Tanya’s experience.
Problems. Zac posed danger to Tanya’s safety and to others in the room. His father
was threatening to hit Zac, as well. The power imbalance Tanya felt was not only between
her and Zac, but also between her and the other adults in the room. Zac’s “power” was
mixed: he attempted to intimidate Tanya, but he was perceived by her and others as mentally
unstable. Nick’s father and the police officer checked him when he acted or spoke
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inappropriately. Zac minimized his offending, and he engaged in victim-blaming, although
his attitude and words were checked by his father, his step-mother, the YJC, and the police
officer. Tanya assumed that Zac would lie about his behavior, but hoped that this would
demonstrate to others “how messed up” his story was. She viewed his apology as insincere,
but assumed that it would be. Her interests were not minimized by the other conference
participants except in the agreement discussion. She initially didn’t want to participate in the
conference because she didn’t want to see Zac, but afterwards, she was glad she was there to
confront him.
Mixed loyalties were evident leading up to the conference with Tanya’s mother and stepfather thinking the sexual activity was consensual. Tanya’s grandparents, on the other hand,
were always behind her, even though they were not invited to the conference. 43 Tanya
wanted Zac to be punished; indeed, she assumed he would be jailed. The conference
outcomes were therefore too lenient in her opinion. We do not know if Zac viewed the
conference as a “soft option.” His father appeared to be protecting him from Mary Street
counseling or community service by suggesting that this would cause his son further stress.
Benefits. While Tanya was effective in describing the impact of the offense, she
wanted to say more. From her perspective, she was marginally empowered by attending the
conference. She was glad she was there to present her side of the story, and the conference
wasn’t a waste of time, but it didn’t bring her the things she wanted. From the YJC’s
perspective, Tanya’s account was validated by conference participants (except Zac); but for
Tanya, it was simply “OK.” Zac did not take responsibility for what he did, but his stance
was countered by others in the room.
It’s difficult to know if Zac’s erratic behavior would have been more restrained in the court;
it’s likely his father would not have threatened violence. Tanya acknowledged that had the
case gone to court, “it would have been messier.” She would have preferred this because she
assumed that a court outcome would have been more punitive on Zac. Relationship repair
between Zac and Tanya was not a goal, although Tanya was glad for the opportunity to
confront Zac in a controlled environment. Relationship repair between Zac, his father, and
his step-mother, and between Tanya, her mother, and her step-father, were goals, but it is
unclear the degree to which they were realized. We do know that after the conference,
Tanya’s mother took her out to lunch, and Tanya identified this as a positive step in
rebuilding their relationship.

Discussion and implications
In the debates over the appropriateness of RJ for cases of sexual and family violence, a lack of
evidence has fed speculation and polarized positions. The archival and in-depth studies are
the first to explore the relative merits of court and conference in sexual assault cases and to
document victims’ experience with the conference process. The archival study suggests
conferences may outperform courts on things that matter to victims: an admission to
offending and penalties that may do more to change an offender’s behavior. Our examination
of Rosie’s and Tanya’s experiences with and judgments of the conference process adds
another layer of understanding. Their cases challenge some of our own presuppositions about
the problems and benefits of conferences.
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Taking responsibility
Foremost are contested meanings of an offender’s “taking responsibility for an offense” and
“an admission.” Eligibility for a conference requires that an offender has “admitted” some
elements of the offense to the police, but he may deny other elements (as in Rosie’s case) or
not view what he did as wrong (as in Tanya’s case). While Rick and Zac did not take full
responsibility for their behavior, Rosie, Tanya, other conference participants, the YJC, and
police officer challenged and checked their denials. One can interpret this in two ways: as a
source of re-victimization of victims or as a validation of their accounts by everyone except
the offender. These findings also raise questions about the character of an “admission” when
offenders plead guilty in court. We suspect (but do not know) that the same level of denial
may be present for these offenders. The difference is that denials and minimizations can be
aired and then appropriately checked in a well-run conference, but there is no opportunity for
this in a courtroom.
A victim’s “interest in punishment”
A major theme for Rosie and Tanya was their desire to see stronger penalties imposed. Rosie
wanted a considerable number of community service hours, and Tanya wanted to see Zac
jailed, but would have accepted a punitive form of community service (“picking up rubbish”)
as acceptable. Both assumed that had the cases gone to court, Rick and Zac would have
received tougher penalties; and both believed their views on penalty were not discussed
adequately. Setting aside their erroneous assumption that their cases would definitely have
been proved in court, several observations can be drawn about their views. First, contrary to
the claims of RJ advocates, Cretney and Davis are correct in saying that a “victim has an
interest in punishment,” not just restitution and reparation, because punishment “can reassure
the victim that he or she has public recognition and support.” 44 RJ proponents are on weak
grounds when they take a principled stand against punishment, although this debate has been
stymied by differing definitions of punishment. 45 Second, like some critics of RJ, Rosie and
Tanya assumed that court penalties would be tougher than those decided in a conference. 46
Our archival study suggests that such views are inaccurate, especially in South Australia,
where the maximum length of time that a conference agreement can operate is longer than
other Australian or New Zealand jurisdictions. 47 To be sure, the court has the potential to
impose a severe sanction of detention time to serve, but the reality is that the Youth Court we
studied rarely exercised this option. Third, while RJ proponents emphasize that victims “have
a say” in penalty setting, when a victim wants harsher penalties than a facilitator or police
officer think appropriate, the victim’s views will be “listened to,” but re-channeled. This is an
appropriate role for a facilitator and police officer; in this jurisdiction, they are bound by law
to ensure that a conference penalty is no higher than one imposed in court for a similar
offense. Another dynamic arose in the conference process for these adolescent victims:
compared to the adults present, Rosie and Tanya felt that they lacked authority and power.
They “couldn’t object” to what the adults were saying (Rosie) and “everyone was talking, and
I was listening” (Tanya). The same experience holds for child and youth victims in court. 48
Individual differences and offense contexts
Rosie had a far more positive experience with the conference process than Tanya. She left the
conference feeling “the world had been lifted off my shoulders,” she was able to tell her story
and be believed, she thought that Rick was remorseful for his actions, and she neither feared
him nor was angry toward him after it was over. In contrast, Tanya remained angry and
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frightened of Zac. While she was glad she attended the conference, it seemed to do little to
assist her psychologically or emotionally. Rosie’s circumstances and positive attitude
suggests that she was able to use the conference process more effectively than Tanya.
While we would expect to see individual differences in the ways in which victims cope with
and recover from crime, Rosie’s and Tanya’s cases also exemplify the differing impacts of
sexual assault, which are dependent on the contexts and duration of the sexual violence.
Rosie’s sexual assault was a discrete incident, whereas Tanya was drawn into, manipulated,
and groomed by her step-brother for sexual relations over a considerable period of time.
There were elements of partner violence between Zac and Tanya as well: she feared Zac’s
potential for physical violence and said he had thrown her against a wall on at least one
occasion. Her account of going to his trailer, then wanting to return to the house, and then
being convinced to go back to the trailer suggest she was conflicted about what they were
doing. She knew it was wrong and was afraid of him; she seemed to be both fearful of him
and yet flattered by his attention. As a consequence, Tanya felt an even greater degree of
shame and embarrassment than Rosie.
Another difficulty that Tanya faced, which Rosie did not, were her mother’s and step-father’s
views that she had seduced Zac rather than being assaulted by him. Tanya left her parents’
home to live with her grandparents; she did not have the consistent familial support that Rosie
had leading up to the conference, and it took some courage for her to attend the conference,
knowing that her main source of support, her grandparents, would not be present. In other
research we have conducted on victim advocates’ views of conferencing for gendered
violence, 49 the advocates believed that strong support networks were required for conference
cases to be successful. Tanya’s experience underscores this point. It would have been
preferable to have had another victim supporter at her conference (perhaps a sexual assault
counselor), and to have had firmer messages reinforcing the inappropriateness of Zac’s
behavior (and even that of his father). These practice areas can and should be improved. 50

Conclusion
As advocates and critics debate the merits of RJ for sexual violence, we would do well to
heed the complexity and variety of victims’ experiences in the aftermath of crime, not just
with the legal process, but also with everything surrounding it. When reading these cases, we
come away less sure of the meaning of “re-victimization,” “power imbalances,” “victim
empowerment,” or “victim recovery.” These are analytical short-cuts, and they are necessary
for understanding and making sense of “victims’ experiences,” especially when drawing from
detailed materials. However, as Rosie’s and Tanya’s cases show, these concepts are not static
or settled experiences for victims, nor are they produced solely by the legal process. It is
possible that had Rosie’s and Tanya’s cases gone to court and been proved, Rosie would have
also judged the court process more positively than Tanya. In other words, what victims bring
to a legal process (whether court or conference)--memories of the assault and its contexts,
their resilience and outlook, and other people who surround the case--all of these things may
be just as consequential as the legal process itself.
We can be more sure that a victim’s account of the offense and its impact can be brought
forward in a conference in a way not currently possible in court. We also know that a key
source of victim validation and vindication is an offender’s admission of wrong doing. When
a case is prosecuted in court, victims cannot be sure that an offender will be convicted (or
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plead guilty) of an offense; the probabilities of conviction (and associated victim validation)
range from 40 to 80 percent of adult cases, and just over 50 percent in the South Australian
Youth Court. A case can only go to conference if an offender has admitted that he has
committed an offense and is willing to accept responsibility for his behavior. While such
admissions may later be contested by an offender, they are checked and challenged by
conference participants and professionals. This is the power of the conference process in
cases of sexual assault, although it is dependent on the participants’ and the professionals’
modes of intervention. Yet, this fragile power may be one way of redefining the realities of
rape and sexual assault.
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